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They are introduced first as part of employee induction and reinforced in communication and development
activities. Nokia must be able to have an intensive marketing plan to ensure success and apparently, their
experience to eat the humble pie won't happen again. You can also follow tutor2uBusiness on Twitter,
subscribe to our YouTube channel , or join our popular Facebook Groups. Nokia seeks to use interactivity to
reward them by creating content they will want to show their friends. The formula of this rate is : the average
Nokia - Microsoft Alliance words - 6 pages tablets markets are growing steadily, which give this alliance a big
opportunity to introducing more new products. The current global industry trends include: Convergence of
products and technologies to add maximum value to handsets. We'll take a look right away. The long term
strategy of pursuing emerging segments of mobile technologies has resulted in the strong corporate strategy of
cultivating a strong local presence in all growing markets and pursuing collaboration and investment
opportunities in order to obtain complementary technologies and a strong market position. Chart 2- Nokia
Business Group Structure 3. By some accounts, this ecosystem now produces more than one third of the
phones sold globally â€” taking share from us in emerging markets. Nokias stated and actual core competitive
advantages include: superior products and product usability; brand; fast creation of systems and products to
selective market needs; the demand supply network; technology leadership including Digital signal
processing, radio technology, telecommunications software platforms and architectures, mastering
telecommunications networks; cost efficiency; global customer service. This reinforces one of our principal
values, continuous learning, which helps us renew our capabilities and ensure our competitiveness in changing
market conditions. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Diversification
strategies and wide production of products in the telecommunication industry makes the company adaptable to
bothâ€¦. We had a series of misses. There is a high buyer propensity to substitutes that offer better and more
recent technologies and value-added components. The firm is aiming to significantly increase its global
market share, while focusing on GSM handsets; it has extended its business to CDMA mobile phones to boost
phone sales. Yet, this exactly is what Nokia tried and failed to do, due to bad decisions. Nokia Networks
focuses on developing 5G, which is due to replace the old 4G All of the Nokia devices displayed at the centres
are operational to allow consumers to try out new features such as cameras, Bluetooth connectivity, e-mail
support and wireless games. It had been the most influential phone company in the past, until when his decline
started. Nokia Corporation employs a wide range of corporate-level strategies to achieve its objectives. With
the launching of the first handset, called Nokia Cityman , in this long history began. During the s, Nokia
strengthened its position in the telecommunications and consumer electronics markets through the further
acquisitions of French, Finnish and German firms operating in consumer electronics operations which
provided the basis for the long term acquisition growth strategy Steinbock, ; www. Still, this market is
constantly developing. In general, a suitable business-level strategy is important for the success of the
business, and it is necessary for a business such as Nokia Corporation, which operates in such a competitive
environment to be in a position to coordinate the various business-level strategies available for their
advantage. Thereby, Nokia has the opportunity to return to the market. While Motorola's core business is
operating well, the company faces several large challenges, including the up-coming expiration of major
royalty contracts. Value reducing, therefore, refocuses the business markets and products and helps it define
target demography. Currently it has models in the middle and high price segments but lacks products in the
low-end segment. Such an environment necessitates the company to be flexible in its strategies in order to
adapt to the fast changing environment. This date marked a shock not only for Nokia but as well for the whole
smartphone industry. For Nokia to continue technology leadership, it will depend on the ability to build a solid
IPR portfolio through strong research and development capabilities. The first one is the launching of the first
commercially automated cellular network aka 1G. Strategy used: Motorola has segmented the market further
than Nokia, creating product designs and value-added services for varying consumer needs and tastes. Many
corporate strategies that an organization can choose exist, but the choice is highly influenced by its suitability
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and nature of the business. For instance, the first smartphone was the Nokia Communicator introduced in  The
Current Strategic Plan of Nokia 4. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and
personal information from the essays. Strategy used: Despite the small amount of revenue and market share,
handsets have been at the centre of the company's efforts to build a global brand around innovation and
technical expertise. Both operating profit and net sales for the three-month period increased, respectively from
EUR1.


